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1 Introdution
This PhD thesis is devoted to studies of quantum eld models with strong
oupling. The Shwinger-Dyson equations (SDEs) in momentum represen-
tation are solved in Minkowski spae. The gauge invariant non-perturbative
regularization sheme is onstruted to treat orretly non-asymptotially
free models and propagators of the strong-oupling QED in 3+1 dimension
are alulated. As for QCD, our method in its present form is not able to
deal with the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. However, the analytiity of the gluon
propagator is exploited to ontinue some reent lattie data to the timelike
momentum axis.
In this introdution our motivations, broad ontexts and struture of the
thesis are briey summarized.
These days the experimentally aessible partile physis is being de-
sribed in the framework of the (eetive) quantum eld theory (QFT) by
the Standard model of the strong and eletroweak interations. In the pertur-
bation theory (PT) the S-matrix elements are generated from n-point Green's
funtions (GFs) whih are alulated and regularized/renormalized order by
order aording to the standard rules. Order by order PT an be naturally
generated from expansion of the SDEs: an innite tower of oupled equations
onneting suessively higher and higher points GFs.
Going beyond the PT requires development of elaborated approahes and
sophistiated tools, espeially in the strong oupling regime. Number of suh
approahes has been pursued: lattie theories, Feynman-Shwinger represen-
tation, non-perturbative treatments of SDEs, bag models . . . . These days
neither of them provides suh a lear and unambiguous understanding of the
physis as we are austomed to in the perturbative regime.
In this work we deal with the non-perturbative solutions of the SDEs.
If one ould solve the full innite set of SDEs, the omplete solution of the
QFT will be available. In reality one has to trunate this set of equations:
the main weakness of SDEs phenomenology is the neessity to employ some
Ansatze for higher Green funtions. The reliability of these approximations
an be estimated by omparison with the known PT result in the regime of
a soft oupling onstant and by omparison with the lattie data (and/or
results of alternative approahes) where available. The reent results (see
e.g. reviews [12, 13, 14, 15℄ and referenes therein) provide some enourage-
ment: they suggest that SDEs are viable tool for obtaining (eventually) the
truly non-perturbative answers for plethora of fundamental questions: dy-
namial hiral symmetry breaking, onnement of olored objets in QCD,
the high temperature superondutivity in ondensed matter (modeled [16℄
by QED2+1). In the QCD setor there is also a deent agreement with some
experimental data: for meson deay onstants like Fpi, evolution of quark
masses to their phenomenologially known (onstituent) values, bound states
properties obtained from Bethe-Salpeter or Faddeev equations (the part of
SDEs). The reent solutions of SDEs [15, 17℄ niely agree with the lattie
data [10, 18, 19℄ (the expliit omparison is made in [15, 17, 20℄). Thus,
enouraging onnetions between results of SDEs studies and fundamental
theory (QCD) and/or various phenomenologial approahes (hiral pertur-
bation theory, onstituent quark model, vetor meson dominane . . . ) are
emerging.
Most of these results were obtained by solution of the SDEs in Eulidean
spae. One of the main goals of this work is to develop an alternative ap-
proah allowing to solve them diretly in Minkowski spae. In this method
(generalized) spetral deompositions of the GFs are employed, based on their
analytial properties. The main merit of this approah is possibility to get
solutions both for spaelike and timelike momenta. Tehniques of solving
SDEs diretly in Minkowski spae are muh less developed than the orre-
sponding Eulidean ones. Therefore, most of this thesis deals with developing
and testing suh solutions on some simple QFT models.
For large lass of non-asymptotially free (NAF) theories running ou-
plings  alulated from PT  diverge at some nite, but usually large,
spaelike sale. This is why we pay speial attention to behavior of our
NAF solutions in the region of large momenta.
One should mention a possibility of getting solutions of the SDEs in
Minkowski spae with the help of analytial ontinuation of the Eulidean
ones. In simple ases this an be suessful: we have reently done this for the
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gluon form fator and we present the results in this thesis in Setion devoted
to the QCD. We have found the non-positive absorptive part ontribution to
the gluon propagator in the Landau gauge, in agreement with some reent
analyzes.
The thesis starts with an introdution of essential ideas of the integral
representation in QFT, in partiular of the Perturbation Theory Integral
Representation (PTIR), and with disussion of the renormalization in the
framework of non-perturbative SDEs. In Chapters 2 and 3 of the thesis some
well-known general results and useful textbooks formulas are olleted and
basis of the formalism employed are disussed. The derivation of SDEs is
reminded for the well-known example of QED. Chapter 3 deals with integral
representation for various GFs. The spetral representation of one-partile
GF is derived. Then the generalization to higher point Greens funtion is
presented with some examples. One of these examples  the derivation of the
dispersion relation for the sunset diagram  is original work of the author.
Then, the tehnique based on the integral representation of GFs is used
to solve SDEs for several quantum eld models. Chapter 4 is devoted to the
simple salar model. The SDEs are briey rederived and then the momentum
spae SDE is onverted into the Unitary Equation (UE) for propagator spe-
tral density. The UE is shown to be a real equation, in whih the singularities
aompanying usual Minkowski spae alulations are avoided. The relativis-
ti bound-state problem as an intrinsially non-perturbative phenomenon is
treated in Chapter 5.
Large part of the thesis is devoted to solutions of analogous problems in
more ompliated theories. The systems of the SDEs for QED is onsidered
in two approximation, one of whih, the so-alled ladder approximations, is
widely used as a pedagogial introdution to the subjet. The seond approx-
imation employs the Ball-Chiu vertex, onsistent with the Ward-Takahashi
identity. These studies are based on papers [1, 2℄. Further insights and
improvements of rather tehnial harater an be found in reent author's
paper [3℄, where some obstales due to singular integral kernels are avoided.
The Yukawa theory, i.e., the quantum eld theory desribing the inter-
ation of spinless boson with Dira fermion is onsidered in rather simple
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bare-vertex approximation in Chapter 7 of the thesis. A generalized spetral
Ansatz is employed to obtain the spetral funtion from reent lattie data
(and reent solution of SDEs for gluon propagator in Eulidean spae) in
Chapter 8.
In what follows we briey summarize the main results of the thesis, in-
luding also some basi information on urrent status of partiular problems.
2 Salar toy-model
We solve the SDEs for salar Φ3 and Φ2iΦj theories, the seond model is re-
ferred to as the (generalized massive) Wik-Cutkosky model (WCM). The
solution is performed with the help of the spetral tehnique diretly in
Minkowski spae. The rst aim of this exerise is to test the employed method
of solution of integral equations (by iterations) and its atual implementation
(numerial auray) by varying numerial proedure and by omparing to
results obtained in Eulidean spae. The seond aim is to obtain the dressed
propagators to be used in the bound-state studies. The SDEs have been
solved in the bare vertex approximation and also with non-trivial improve-
ment of the interation vertex. We disuss multipliative renormalization in
its non-perturbative ontext. Our method provides the solutions only for
oupling onstants smaller than ertain ritial value. It is explained that
the method fails when the eld renormalization onstant approahes zero.
The (metastable) salar models often serve as an useful methodologial
tool. The main reason is, of ourse, their inherent simpliity: absene of spin
degrees of freedom leads to lowest possible number of independent amplitudes
and the Φ3-like models involve also simplest possible verties. The Φ3 theory
has already been employed as a suitable playground for studies of various
phenomena [22, 23, 24, 25℄, inluding non-perturbative asymptoti freedom
and non-perturbative renormalization.
Dealing with massive theories we will use the generi spetral deompo-
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sition of the renormalized propagator of the stable and unonned partile:
G(p2) =
r
p2 −m2 + iǫ +
∞∫
αth
dα
σ(α)
p2 − α + iε , (1)
where - as will be onrmed by atual evaluation - the spetral funtion
σ(α) is positive, regular and is spread smoothly from zero at the threshold
αth = 4m
2
.
Putting the spetral deomposition of the propagators and the expression
for the vertex funtion into the SDE allows one to derive a real integral equa-
tion for the weight funtion σ(α). This equation an be solved numerially
by iterations. Sine all momentum integrations are performed analytially,
there is no numerial unertainty following from the renormalization, whih
is usually not the ase in the Eulidean formalism. In the thesis the renor-
malization proedure is performed analytially with the help of diret sub-
tration in momentum spae. The super-renormalizability makes our models
partiularly suitable for model studies. It implies the niteness of the eld
renormalization onstant Z, whih therefore need not be onsidered at all.
Nevertheless, for the Φ3 theory the eld renormalization is not fully omitted,
but with the help of an appropriate hoie of the nite onstant Z we hoose
the renormalization sheme. Minkowski results obtained in the bare vertex
approximation and with trivial eld renormalization Z = 1 are ompared
with the appropriate Eulidean solutions.
In the Setion devoted to Φ3 theory it is shown how to properly renor-
malize the SDEs. The key point is the requirement of multipliative renor-
malization, then by the onstrution the S-matrix puzzled from the GFs is
invariant under the hoie of renormalization shemes in whih these GFs
have been alulated.
The Lagrangian density for this model reads
L(x) = 1
2
∂µφ0(x)∂
µφ0(x)− 1
2
m20φ
2
0(x)− g0φ30(x) , (2)
where the subsript 0 indiates the unrenormalized quantities.
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Figure 1: Diagrammatial representation of the SDE for the vertex funtion.
As in previous gure all internal propagators are dressed. Blobs represent
the full vertex, the box stands for Γ[4].
The propagator SDE in the momentum spae reads:
G−10 (p
2) = p2 −m20 − Π0(p2) ,
Π0(p
2) =

=
i3g20
∫
ddq
(2π)d
Γ
[3]
0 (p, q − p,−q)G0(q − p)G0(q) , (3)
where the arguments of Γ
[3]
0 (p1, p2, p3) are the inoming momenta (and p1 +
p2 + p3 = 0).
In the thesis the system of SDEs is losed already at the level of the
equation for the proper vertex. Replaing the full vertex by its tree approx-
imation denes the bare vertex approximation (BVA), in our dressed vertex
approximation (DVA) the next term of the skeleton expansion of the SDE
for the vertex is also inluded. The equation for the propagator is solved
in the BVA and DVA for two renormalization shemes. The on-mass-shell
subtration is employed to renormalize the self-energy, for an extension to
the o-shell renormalization sheme see [3℄.
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After the renormalization some simple algebra allows us to onvert the
momentum spae SDE (3) into two equations for σ and the absorptive part of
self-energy Im Π = πρ. The latter is obtained from the dispersion relation for
renormalized self-energy, whih e.g. for the Minimal momentum subtration
(MMS) renormalization sheme reads:
ΠR(p
2) =
∞∫
4m2
dα
ρ(α)(p2 −m2)
(p2 − α + iǫ)(α−m2) , (5)
where m is the physial (pole) mass of the salar.
Having solved the system of equations for σ and ρ the GFs are alulated
through their integral representation. This is the essene of the spetral
approah to SDEs in Minkowski spae.
For the MMS RS the omparison with more usual Eulidean solution
was made. Up to rather small (numerial) deviation the results for propa-
gators agree in the spaelike regime, where solutions are available for both
approahes (Fig. 1). Also the omparison to the usual perturbation theory
was made and the ritial value of the oupling onstant was determined.
2.1 The relativisti bound-states
In quantum eld theory the two-body bound state is desribed by the bound
state vertex funtion or, equivalently, by Bethe-Salpeter (BS) amplitude,
both of them are solutions of the orresponding (see Fig. 3) ovariant four-
dimensional Bethe-Salpeter equations (BSE) [30℄. In most studies the kernel
of the BSE is approximated by a single boson exhange (ladder-approximation).
Besides, all single partile propagators are very often replaed by the free
ones. In the thesis we move beyond bare ladder approximation and inlude
the fully dress single partile GFs.
We onsidered simple super-renormalizable model of three massive elds
with ubi interation φ2iφ3 ; i = 1, 2 (the massive Wik-Cutkosky model).
Having the propagators alulated within the bare vertex trunation of the
SDEs we ombine them with the dressed ladder BSE for the salar s-wave
bound state amplitudes, following the treatment of ref. [5℄ where the spetral
7
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Figure 2: The funtion Π(p2E) alulated in the spetral (dashed line) and
Eulidean formalism (solid line). Comparison is made for various ouplings
λ = {1, 3, 6}, for the strongest ase λ = 12, 24 the spetral solution has not
been found. The dashed line shows the solution of the SDEs in whih the
prinipal value integrals were omitted.
tehnique was used to obtain the aurate results diretly in Minkowski spae.
In this paper the analyti formula has been derived for the kernel of the
resulting equation whih signiantly simplies the numerial treatment. For
the extensive, but ertainly not exhaustive, up-to-date review of methods to
treat the salar models see also [5℄.
Analogously to the treatment of the SDEs reviewed above, the BSE writ-
ten in momentum spae is onverted into a real integral equation for a real
weight funtion. This then allows us to treat the ladder BSE in whih all
propagators (of onstituents and of the exhanged partile) are fully dressed.
Having solved equations for BSE spetral funtions, one an easily determine
the BS amplitudes in an arbitrary referene frame.
The BS amplitude for bound state (φ1, φ2) in momentum spae is dened
through the Fourier transform of
〈0|Tφ1(x1)φ2(x2)|P 〉 = e−iP ·X
∫
d4p
(2π)4
e−ip·xΦ(p, P ) . (6)
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P P
V
Figure 3: Diagrammati representation of the BSE for the bound state
vertex funtion.
The orresponding salar BS vertex funtion Γ = iG−1(1)G
−1
(2)Φ satises
Γ(p, P ) = i
∫
d4k
(2π)4
V (p, k;P )G(1)(k + P/2)G(2)(−k + P/2)Γ(k, P ) , (7)
where V is the kernel of the BSE and braketed subsript label the partiles.
When the mass of exhanged partile is nonzero, the appropriate integral
representation for the BS vertex funtion is two dimensional:
Γ(p, P ) =
1∫
−1
dz
∞∫
αmin(z)
dα
ρ[n](α, z)
[α− (p2 + zp · P + P 2/4)− iǫ]n . (8)
The positive integer n is a dummy parameter onstrained only by onvergene
of the BSE, n = 2 was found to be the most suitable hoie. The BSE an
be onverted into the following real integral equation for the real spetral
funtion:
ρ[2](α′, z′) =
g2
(4π)2
1∫
−1
dz
∞∫
αmin(z)
dα V [2](α′, z′;α, z) ρ[2](α, z) . (9)
The BSE interation kernel is V (p, k;P ) = g2G(3)(p−k) in the dressed ladder
approximation, in whih all propagators are fully dressed. For this ase the
kernel V [2](α′, z′;α, z) in spetral equation (9) has been derived in [5℄. The
expliit formula for V [2] involves the integrals over the spetral funtion σ¯(i)
from the SR of the propagator of the i-th eld.
In the ladder approximation the obtained energy spetrum agree with
9
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Figure 4: Left gure displays the weight funtion ρ(z) for the original WCM
(m3 = 0) for several values of η =
√
P 2/2m. The right gure displays resaled
weight funtion for the massive WCM for m3 = 0.1m and η = 0.95.
ones obtained by other tehniques [32, 33, 34, 35℄. In the dressed ladder ap-
proximation there is no reliable published result to ompare with. However,
the qualitative agreement with paper [34℄ was found: The ritial value of
oupling onstant gcrit (dened by the value of g for whih the renormal-
ization onstant beomes zero: Z(gcrit) = 0) determined from SDEs gives
the domain of appliability of the BSE. The ouplings below the ritial one
allow only solutions for relatively weakly bound states.
In the original Wik-Cutkosky model [31℄ the exhanged boson is mass-
less and no radiative orretions are onsidered. This model is partiularly
interesting beause it is the only example of the nontrivial BSE whih is
solvable exatly [31℄. For this model the s-wave bound-state PTIR redues
to one variable spetral integral and the equation for the spetral funtion
simplies. The resulting weight funtions ρ(z) for various are displayed in
Fig. 7 for several values of η.
The eletromagneti form fators parametrize the response of bound sys-
tems to external eletromagneti eld. The alulation of these observables
10
PP+q
q
Figure 5: Diagrammati representation of the eletromagneti urrent bound
state matrix element.
within the BS framework proeeds along the Mandelstam's formalism [36℄.
The urrent onservation implies the parametrization of the urrent ma-
trix element Gµ in terms of the single real form fator G(Q2)
Gµ(Pf , Pi) = G(Q
2)(Pi + Pf)
µ , (10)
where Q2 = −q2, so that Q2 is positive for elasti kinematis.
The matrix element of the urrent in relativisti impulse approximation
(RIA) is diagrammatially depited in Fig. 5. The matrix element is given
in terms of the BS vertex funtions as
Gµ(P + q, P ) = i
∫
d4p
(2π)4
Γ¯(p+
q
2
, P + q)
[
D(pf ;m
2
1)j
µ
1 (pf , pi)D(pi;m
2
1)D(−p+ P/2;m22)
]
Γ(p, P ) , (11)
where we denote P = Pi and j
µ
1 represents one-body urrent for partile φ1,
whih for the bare partile reads jµ1 (pf , pi) = p
µ
f + p
µ
i , where pi, pf is initial
and nal momentum of harged partile inside the loop in Fig. 5.
We have rewritten the r.h.s. of Eq. (11) diretly in terms of the spetral
weights of the bound state vertex funtion. It allows the evaluation of the
form fator by alulating the dispersion relation:
G(Q2) =
∫
dω
ρG(ω)
Q2 + ω − iǫ (12)
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without having to reonstrut the vertex funtions Γ(p, P ) from their spetral
representation.
3 Gauge theories
Large part of the thesis deals with gauge theories, with main stress on the
strong-oupling Quantum Eletrodynamis, treated in Chapter 6.
In the last Chapter of the thesis we employ the generalized spetral de-
omposition for the gluon propagator (formally idential to the Lehmann
one, but with the spetral funtion whih is not required to be positive) to
σ(ω) from reent Eulidean lattie and SDE results and analytially ontinue
them into the timelike region.
3.1 SDEs of one-avor strong QED
The brief textbook derivation of the Shwinger-Dyson equations for QED
(Fig. 6) is given already in the introdutory Chapter 2 of the thesis. In
Chapter 6 we investigate SDEs of the 3+1 dimensional QED, in a rst at-
tempt to move beyond the lass of salar models. We review the methods
and results of papers [1, 2℄, in whih the solutions for this theory in Eulidean
and Minkowski spae were ompared for the rst time. Sine no non-trivial
non-perturbative eets (i.e., eets not known from PT) were found in the
photon propagator, our attention is mainly onentrated on the SDE for the
fermion one. We deal mostly with the strong oupling regime, whih is far
from the real-life QED, for whih αQED is small (in experimentally aes-
sible energy region) and use of the PT is fully justied. Of ourse, all our
solutions agree in weak oupling limit with the perturbation theory (PT).
The strong-oupling Abelian dynamis was onsidered as one of the andi-
dates for explanation of the eletroweak symmetry breaking [37℄. Although
we do not think this to be a realisti model for a mass generation of the
SM fermions, it ould be a andidate for the strong oupling setor of theo-
ries like Tehniolors, e.g., Slowly Walking Tehniolors [38, 39, 40, 41℄, for
whih the LA of a QED-like theory seems to provide a reasonable model of
12
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Figure 6: Diagrammatial representation of the Shwinger-Dyson equations
in the quantum eletrodynamis. The blak blobs represent the full propa-
gators and verties. Wavy lines stand for the photon and full lines for the
fermion propagator.
(Tehni)lepton propagators. Moreover, the strong-oupling Abelian model
is not only a suitable playground for studies of superritial phenomena like
dynamial mass generation, it is suitable also for investigations of the ana-
lytial struture of the fermion propagator [1, 43℄. It was 30 years ago when
Fukuda and Kugo [43℄ observed the disappearane of the real pole of the
fermion propagator in the ladder QED and it was argued that this is a signal
for onnement of the fermion. Again, the main motivation is the simpliity
of the model, in alternative more ompliated models the non-perturbative
phenomena are even more diult to study quantitatively.
3+1 QED has been studied frequently, mostly in Eulidean formalism
employing various approximations. The trunation of the SDEs should not
violate the gauge invariane. At least two tehnially dierent ways were
proposed to deal with SDEs of QED. Ball and Chiu [44℄ derived the formula
for the proper vertex whih being written in the terms of propagator fun-
tions A and B loses the SDEs system in a way respeting WTI. The seond
approah is known as the Gauge Tehnique. In this framework the spetral
Anzatz is made for the untrunated vertex funtion, i.e., forGµ = SΓµS. The
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tehnial advantage of the Gauge Tehnique is that the resultant equation
for the fermion propagator is linearized in a spetral funtion. On the other
hand, this is one of essential weaknesses of this approah: it annot be true
in general, even for the ase of eletron propagator. It is lear that beyond
the simplest approximations employed in the literature [45, 46, 47, 48, 49℄
suh linearization does not take plae.
The rst part of Chapter 6 of the thesis is devoted to the solution for
the eletron propagator in the ladder approximation (LA), in the seond part
extension to the unquenhed (with the photon polarization inluded) ase is
made. In the latter ase the running oupling is onsidered self-onsistently:
we follow the paper [2℄, where the fermion mass and photon polarization
funtion have been alulated by solving the oupled SDEs for eletron and
photon propagators in the Landau gauge.
In both approximations we are looking both for solutions with zero and
non-zero bare eletron mass in the Lagrangian. In the rst ase the hirally
symmetri solution (with massless eletrons) always exists. In the Eulidean
formalism we obtain, in agreement with many previous studies, for su-
iently large α also non-trivial solution for the mass funtion M . On the
other hand, no suh solution was found in our spetral Minkowski approah.
This is a strong indiation that the fermion mass funtion has in this ase
a ompliated analytial struture, whih is not reeted by assumptions of
our spetral Anzatz.
In expliit hiral symmetry breaking (EχSB) ase, in whih the non-zero
eletron mass exists from the very beginning, both approahes Minkowski
and Eulidean oer approximately the same results (in the spaelike domain,
of ourse) in the regime where both solutions were obtained. It is interesting
that in the unquenhed approximation the EχSB spetral solution (with
expliit mass term) fails almost exatly for the same value of the oupling at
whih the SχSB solution our.
In order to ompare the Minkowski solution with some reent Eulidean
results [50, 51, 52℄ the same approximations has to be made and the same
shemes has to be piked up. By these we mean the trunation of the SDEs,
the same hoie of the gauge and of the renormalization sheme. The result-
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Figure 7: Figure presents the Minkowski solutions of the SDE for time-
like momenta, i.e., in the range where solutions are not available in muh
more ommon Eulidean approah. The eletron mass funtion M [from
the propagator S = F (p2)/(/p−M(p2)] alulated in the ladder approxima-
tion in the Landau gauge is shown. The renormalization is hosen suh that
M(−108) = 400 and the lines are labelled by the oupling onstant α. The
usps orrespond to the physial pole masses, while the absorptive parts of
M orrespond to the smooth lines. The results in the spaelike regime agree
with the ones obtained in Eulidean alulations.
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Figure 8: Figure shows timelike behavior of the harge renormalization fun-
tion, i.e., the running oupling onstant normalized to 1 at zero momentum,
as it was obtained from the SDEs for the unquenhed QED in the Lan-
dau gauge. The vertex funtion was approximated by the bare vertex γµ.
The down-oriented peak orresponds to the threshold 4m2, the mass of the
fermion was renormalized suh that M(0) = 1. The lines are labelled by the
renormalized ouplings at zero momenta: α(0) = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4.
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ing integral equations are solved in their full form, the linearization inherent
to the Gauge tehnique is avoided. The unitary equations and dispersion
relations for self-energies are derived both for ladder and unquenhed ap-
proximations. For both of them also the Eulidean formalism is reviewed.
The numerial results are briey summarized below.
The solutions of the SDEs were obtained for several values of the oupling
onstant and for several renormalization hoies. In the ladder approximation
the expeted damping of the mass funtion to its negative values is observed
in the superritial phase of QED [51, 43℄. The Eulidean and Minkowski
solutions for the fermion mass funtions are ompared in several gures.
The onrmation of disappearane of the real pole (rst indiated in [43℄)
in the superritial ladder QED is one of the main physial results of this
setion and of paper [1℄. We also argue that the fermion SR is absent in the
superritial QED. We have but a numerial evidene for suh a statement,
hene it should remit to further investigation.
When the vauum polarization eets are taken into aount self-onsis-
tently we onrm triviality of QED. It implies that some kind of regular-
ization is needed beyond and irrespetive of the renormalization tehnique
employed. We explain how to introdue suh ut-o in our Minkowski spe-
tral treatment. In numeris, this ut-o is taken to be Λ2 = 107M2(0), where
M(0) is the infrared eletron mass. The numerial solution fails when α ex-
eeds the value αR(0) = 0.41. Note that at ultraviolet region the running
oupling αR(Λ
2) is approximately 2.6 times larger then αR(0). We are not
able to see Landau pole diretly (it orresponds to α∓ → ±∞). However,
the observed large growth of the running oupling and of its derivative an
be understood as the evidene for the Landau singularity somewhere above
the ut-o.
4 QCD
The non-Abelian harater of the QCD makes it diult to onvert the mo-
mentum SDEs into equations for spetral funtions. We were not able to
do this yet (the main obstale is the ghost SR, mainly due to zero momen-
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tum behavior). Therefore, we rst briey review the symmetry preserving
gauge invariant solution obtained by Cornwall two deades ago [64℄. To our
knowledge this is the best published example, in whih the behavior of the
QCD Green funtion in the whole range of Minkowski formalism is addressed
within the framework of the SDEs. Instead of solving the SDEs we use the
generalized spetral representation to t the spetral funtion to Eulidean
solutions obtained in reent lattie simulations and in the SDEs formalism.
The Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD) is the only experimentally stud-
ied strongly interating relativisti quantum eld theory. This non-Abelian
gauge theory with a gauge group SU(3) has many interesting properties. The
dynamial spontaneous breaking of hiral symmetry explains why the pions
are light, identifying them with the pseudo-Goldstone bosons assoiated with
the symmetry breaking of the group SU(2)L × SU(2)R to SU(2)V (in a-
vor spae). Asymptoti freedom [53, 54℄ implies that the oupling onstant
of the strong interation dereases in the ultraviolet region. For less than
33/2 quark avors the QCD at high energy beomes preditable by the PT.
However, in the infrared region the PT does not work and non-perturbative
tehniques have to be applied.
One of the most straightforward non-perturbative approahes is a so-
lution of the SDEs for QCD. The extensive studies were undertaken for
a quark SDE, based on various model assumptions for a gluon propaga-
tor. These approximate solutions, often aompanied by a solution of the
fermion-antifermion BSE for meson states, have beome an eient tool
for studies of many non-perturbative problems, e.g., the hiral symmetry
breaking, low energy eletroweak hadron form fators, strong form fators of
exlusive proesses, et (see reviews [12, 13, 14, 55℄ and also reent papers
[15, 56, 57, 58, 59℄).
However, to take gluons into aount onsistently is muh more diult
than to solve the quark SDE alone. The SDE for the gluon propagator is
more non-linear than the quark one. Moreover, the Faddeev-Popov ghosts
have to be inluded [60℄ in a lass of Lorentz gauges. In reent papers [17, 15,
61, 62, 63℄ studies of the oupled SDEs for gluon and ghost propagators in the
Landau gauge in Eulidean spae were performed in various approximations.
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Figure 9: The gluon propagator for timelike momenta.
In Chapter 8 we onsider the impliation of analytiity for the solution of
SDEs for gluon propagator. As in previous Chapters we assume analytiity
of the propagators. The generi SR for the renormalized gluon propagator
in the Landau gauge reads
Gα,βAB(q) = δAB
[
−gαβ + q
αqβ
q2
]
G(q2) ,
G(q2) =
∞∫
0
dω
σ(ω; g(ξ), ξ)
q2 − ω + iǫ , (13)
where only here full dependenies of the ontinuous funtion σ(ω; g(ξ), ξ)
are indiated expliitly. The Ansatz (13) should be onsider the generalized
spetral representation, sine we do not assume (and do not obtain) the
spetral funtion σ(ω) positive for all values of ω.
To nd σ(ω) we rst represented some reent lattie [18℄ and SDEs results
[15℄ (both dened in spaelike region) by an analytial formula. Our spetral
deomposition is tted to these data for spaelike momenta and then pre-
dits the gluon propagator in the timelike region. The solutions are plotted
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in Fig. 9. The spetral funtion has a smooth peak around p2 = (0.7GeV)2
with the width ≈ 1GeV. It beomes negative for asymptotially large p2, as
expeted already from the PT. The gluon propagator should desribe the
onned partile, so the unusual shape (violation of the spetral funtion
positivity) is in aord with our physial expetations.
5 Yukawa theory
In Chapter 7 of the thesis the SDEs of the massive Yukawa theory are studied.
The Yukawa interation appears in many models of Nature. Original moti-
vation for developing the Yukawa theory (YT) was modeling of the nulear
fores. Several deades from its birth the Yukawa interation has beome
the rm part of the Standard Model and of many models beyond it. In al-
ternatives to the minimal SM, suh as its SUSY extensions [65℄, the Little
Higgs models [66℄, [67℄, the Zee model of the neutrino setor [68℄, [69℄, and
in many others, the interation of spinless partiles with matter generates
the masses of partiles. This an happen at tree level due to the nonzero
vauum expetation values of the Higgs elds (like in the SM) or the masses
an be generated dynamially through the radiative orretions. Of ourse,
the ombination of both eets is also possible.
As for the vetorial interation from the previous Chapter, this study
of the YT SDEs should be regarded as a rst step in building intrinsi-
ally non-perturbative methodologial tools within the spetral formalism
in Minkowski spae. Suh tools should next help to reveal the quantitative
fae of dynamial phenomena, suh as the triviality of this QFT, the quan-
tum stability or the dynamial mass generation for the YT with a given
parameter spae. Some attempts to study suh phenomena in the YT (or
the SUSY YT) have already been made [9, 70℄.
The SDEs for the YM are derived from the following Langrangian:
L = iΨ¯0/∂Ψ0 −m0Ψ¯0Ψ0 + 1
2
∂µΦ0 ∂
µΦ0 −
m20φ
2
Φ20
− ig0 Ψ¯0γ5Ψ0Φ− h0Φ40 , (14)
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where we assume (mainly for historial reasons) that the eld Φ0 is pseu-
dosalar. If the Yukawa oupling g0 is nonzero, the term h0Φ
4
0 has to be
present in the Lagrangian due to the general requirement of renormaliz-
ability. For the sake of simpliity, the Yukawa vertex is modeled by its
tree approximation and it is assumed that the renormalized onstants satisfy
h << g, therefore we also neglet the quarti meson self-interation. For the
renormalization the momentum subtration sheme is used. The numerial
results are given for the absorptive and dispersive parts of the self-energies.
The SDEs results are in agreement with our expetation supported by the
perturbation analysis: one gets rather small orretions to the fermion self-
energy, whereas the boson self-energy exhibits a quadrati behavior for large
momenta squared (quadrati divergenes turn quadrati dependene after
the renormalization).
6 Summary, onlusion and outlook
A onnetion between the Eulidean spae and the physial Minkowski spae
is an important question, in eld theory in general and in the SDE approah
in partiular. We have expliitly demonstrated (albeit on simple models and
employing some simplifying approximations) that SDEs studies are feasible
diretly in Minkowski spae. A reasonable agreement of the spetral SDEs
solutions (at spaelike momenta) with the ones obtained by more onven-
tional strategy in Eulidean spae gives us strong belief in a relevane of
developed methods.
We started an introdution of the spetral onept into the formalism
of SDEs with spei attention to salar models and QED. We performed
studies of the strong-oupling QED in various approximations. One of them
is unquenhed QED, in whih the running of the oupling onstant has been
orretly taken into aount. In this ase the QED triviality plays its ruial
role for asymptotially large spaelike momenta. We explain how to deal
with this trivial theory within the formalism of spetral representations and
dispersion relations.
The strong oupling QED is often regarded as an ideal pedagogial tool
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for SDE studies and their appliation to QCD. We also attempted to extend
the disussion to QCD, for whih the diret Minkowski spae formulation and
solution is not yet fully developed, sine the theory is muh more non-linear
and ompliated.
While many important steps have been made, it is obvious that muh
more needs to be done. Up to now all studies of profoundly non-perturbative
phenomena, suh as the hiral symmetry breaking or dynamial mass gen-
eration, were arried out in Eulidean spae. It is not quite lear how to
perform suh symmetry breaking SDE studies diretly in Minkowski spae.
Another interesting perspetive is to further explore the timelike infrared
behavior of Green funtions obtained by analytial ontinuation of lattie
results. We oered a solution for gluon propagator in the Landau gauge, but
information on the timelike struture of the quark propagator is urrently
unavailable.
We also solved the Bethe-Salpeter bound-state equation in (3+1) Minkowski
spae within the spetral framework in the dressed ladder approximation. It
would be interesting to extend this tehnique to more ompliated BS ker-
nels: e.g., to inlude ross-box ontributions, s and u hannel interations
et.
Further developed, the Minkowski spae spetral tehnique should be-
ome rather eient tool of hadroni physis. It was already demonstrated
that obstales due to the fermioni degrees of freedom an be overome. The
solution of the spinless bound state of two quarks interating via dressed
gluon exhange (a pion) is under auspiious onsideration.
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